
High-Performance
LCD Expansion
Module

TheEXP40 Expansion Module for the SIP-T46G,

expanding the functional capability of your phone to a

whole new level.  Featuring a large graphic LCD with

two pages of 20 flexible buttons which can be

programmed for up to 40 various features.  These

productivity-enhancing features include BLF/BLA, speed

dialing, call forward, transfer, park, extension calling, etc. EXP40

Key Features and Benefits
Revolutionary New Design
New design matches elegantly with the look and feel of a T46G, rubber covers on the feet that contact

the desk surface help prevent the phone from sliding. The new foot stand allows for two positions, is wall

mountable and the backlit display eliminates the need for external light.

>An exclusive collection with

quality and detailed designs

>Rich 160x320-pixelgraphical LCD

withbacklight

>20 physical keys, each with a

dual-color LED

>Page switching is controlled by

two independent keys

>PoE support

>Standwith2adjustable angles

>Wallmountable

A Rich Visual Experience for Applications
Equipped with a 160x320 graphic LCD with backlight.  Two page views are possible with the 20

physical keys, each with a dual-color LED, allowing for up to 40 additional programmable keys.

Switching between pages is controlled by two independent keys.

Expandability
Supports up to 6 Expansion Modules for an attendant console application, adding up

to 240 additional buttons. Three Expansion Modules may be added and powered by

the T46G before conventional power supplies are needed.



Display
>160x320 graphic LCD with 16-level grayscales

> LCDbacklight

>Two page views are possible

>Different icons for each function shown on LCD

Package Features

>Qty/CTN:10PCS

>N.W/CTN: 6.7 kg

>G.W/CTN:7.6 kg

>Giftboxsize: 237mm*154mm*100mm

>CartonMeas: 520mm*317mm*247mm
Feature keys and Indicator

>20 physical keys each with a dual-color LCD

>20 additional keys through page switch

>2 independent control keys are used for fast

switch pages

>Programmable for BLF/BLA, speed dialing, call forward,

transfer, park, extension calling, etc.

Physical Features

>Standwith 2 adjustableangles

>Wallmountable

>Expansion module is powered by the host

phone

>Supports up to 6 modules daisy-chained

> 2xRJ12 ports for data in and out

> Attaches to Yealink T46G & T48G IP Phones

>Dimension(W*D*H*T):

127mm*213mm*167mm*45mm

>Operatinghumidity: 10~95%

>Operating temperature: -10~50°C
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